Supplementary figures
Figure S1

Figure S1  Screenshots of Training 1 and the feedback screen. Training 1 introduced the user
to the rules of the task in a series of nine interactive training pages and one feedback page.
Each page in Training 1 generally provided one rule, a single sentence example, and an
instruction on how to interact with the example in order to continue. Early user experience tests
indicated that the leap from annotating single sentences (Training 1) to whole paragraphs
(actual task) was daunting without some sort of transition. Training 2 acclimated the user to the
task through a series of four pages with increasing amounts of text revealed on each page at a
time. Training 3 introduced the feedback mechanism through a single page example.

Figure S2

Figure S2  Feedback screen example. A user’s annotations are compared with a partner’s in
order for the user to learn. For the practice documents and gold standard documents the user is
always paired with the gold standard annotations in the form of an expert partner: Doc_Gman.

Figure S3

Figure S3 Pagebypage training drop off based on unique page views and average time spent
per training page. Training 0 (T0) consisted of a single page with multiple available actions.
Training 1 (T1) consisted of nine training pages (T1.1  T1.9) and one feedback page (T1.19).
Training 2 consisted of four training pages (T2.1  T2.4) and Training 3 was also a single page.
Unique page views increase frequently from T2.4 to T3 was likely due to the development team
investigating and correcting a reported bug at that stage. Clearing the cache and revisiting that
page in order to investigate the bug would increase the page view count even though it was the
same user viewing that page.
The amount of time spent in Basic Training was much higher than desired, in part due to
technical issues that were addressed after the experiment was started. Drop off was also high
after this step as Mark2Cure was not designed for use on a mobile device, but mobile device
users could progress with relative ease until Training 1.
Stepwise user drop off in Training 1 was highest between step 6 and step 7. User difficulties
with step 6 was reflected in the increased average time users spent on step 6 as well as the
numerous inquiries received about this step. Of the 233 emails received from participants, 22
emails specifically mentioned this step. In training 2, each step was a different abstract, and the
abstracts were ordered from shortest and least complicated to longest and most complicated.

To acclimate users to seeing whole abstracts (compared to the single sentences they saw in
Training 1), more and more of each abstract was revealed at each step. For example, in steps 1
and 2 of Training 2, the abstract was revealed roughly a sentence or two at a time. In step 3 of
Training 2, half of the abstract was revealed at a time, and in step 4 of Training 2, the full
abstract was revealed at once. Stepwise user drop off in Training 2 was highest between step 2
and step 3, which may reflect the increased difficulty of the abstract as well as the increased
intimidation factor of seeing more of the abstract at once.

